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From: Kelly Deters [mailto:info@nopecincy.org] 
Sent: Saturday, August 27,2016 8:41 PM 
To: Puco ContactOPSB <contactopsb@puco.ohio.gov> 
Subject: Oppose the Central Corridor Pipeline Extension Project 

Dear Ohio Power Siting Board, 

As a resident of Amberly and concerned citizen, I am writing you to register my opposition to Central 
Corridor Pipeline Extension Project (Reference No. 16-253- GA-BTX). 

Please do all you can to stop this proposed pipeline extension. This goes through residential areasi I The 
potential issues for families, children and the environment are countless. Why put this thru the middle 
of countless streets, filled with homes?? It's senseless and opportunistic. The health risks associated 
with this are vast. What happens when there is an accident? Who pays? The residents!!! With all of 
the issues surrounding terrorism in today's world, why put a target on the back of so many innocents? 
There has to be a better solution. Might it be more costly? Yes, but what value are so many lives? I 
cannot be more opposed to this pipeline and will NOT vote for anyone who supports it. 

This pipeline will travel through densely populated areas, including my neighborhood and will pose a 
danger to residences, schools, businesses and houses of worship. 

Unlike delivery pipelines, this pipeline will be under up to 720psi pressure and an accident or rupture 
could cause injuries, death and destruction of property within a radius of 1/3 mile. 

I ask you to oppose this pipeline and encourage both Duke Energy and the Ohio Power Siting Board to 
reject this pipeline 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Regards, 
Kelly Deters 

a ecus 
Technician. 
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